
Quality policy

At Weland, the customer takes centre stage. Quality management and long experience have strengthened 
the business, making Weland a reliable partner in long lasting collaborations with the customer. Motivation 
and innovation make Weland a unique industry, where investments in new technology are one important 
part of the continuous improvement and development, in order to manufacture sustainable quality products 
that will last for generations.

All employees at Weland take a personal responsibility for the quality in the daily work as well as committing 
themselves to satisfying the requirements set by customers and standards.

Our competitiveness lies in the fact that we always start from the customers’ needs and wishes, to give the customer 
the best total economy. 

Quality defects are rectified in the long-term by thorough root cause analysis. We prefer to work closely with our  
customers in order to jointly develop and guarantee the quality and the set of requirements.

The Customer

We shall be self-critical and always look for new better ways. The improvement work is driven by both individual  
initiatives and in project groups. Thanks to well-worked out root cause analyses, we find solutions in both the process 
and single products.

Continuous improvement

Investments in the latest engineering and technology gives us and our customers increased competitiveness.  
Computerised control, for example, leads to better precision and good repeatability. New technology also means  
greater flexibility and an increased number of production alternatives.

New technology

We use carefully selected suppliers with whom we work closely to maintain Weland’s quality requirements.

Suppliers
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Every delivery shall constitute a recommendation for future business. Delivering “right from me” at every stage is an 
important part in guaranteeing that the customer receives as ordered, both internally and externally.

Agreed delivery times shall be met.

Right at once
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